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Variations of programmed grammars, where control is imposed over sets of produc- 
tions rather than over single productions, are studied. This corresponds to the notion 
of tables in the theory of L systems. The two variations of graph control introduced 
correspond to programmed grammars with empty failure fields and those with un- 
conditional transfer. Also some results concerning programmed grammars in their 
traditional form are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the quite vivid areas of research in formal language theory is a search for 
proper kinds of control which, when applied to context-free grammars, yield the 
family of context-sensitive languages or some large enough subfamily (see, e.g., 
[2, 4, 7-9]). Context-free grammars have the advantage of being very useful as a 
language-generating device but have the disadvantage that their generative capacity 
is not too strong. 
Perhaps the most obvious control one can introduce on a set of context-free produc- 
tions is a graph specifying their succession in rewriting. Modifications of this idea are 
matrix grammars, programmed grammars, time-varying rammars, and grammars 
with a regular control language (cf. [9]). It has been shown in [4, 8] that proper 
direction control added to matrix grammars or to programmed grammars (without 
erasing) yields indeed all context-sensitive languages. These results are to be con- 
trasted with the fact that the largest family of context-free programmed languages 
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without erasing (Po~ in the notation of [9]), as well as the corresponding family with 
the leftmost interpretation  the application of productions, is properly contained in 
the family of context-sensitive languages. 
In this paper, we reexamine the idea of graph control from the very beginning. We 
prove that if one imposes the control over sets of productions rather than over single 
productions, then one gets indeed (under the leftmost interpretation but without 
erasing) all context-sensitive languages. The result holds true for both variations of 
graph control corresponding to programmed grammars of simplest kinds: those with 
empty failure fields and those with unconditional transfer. The idea of using sets of 
productions rather than single productions corresponds to the notion of a "table" 
borrowed from the theory of L systems (el. [3, 5]). 
A brief outline of the contents of this paper follows. In Section 2, we investigate 
traditional programmed grammars and present some results concerning unconditional 
transfer and leftmost application of the productions. Graph control of two different 
types for sets of productions i introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, it is shown that 
both of these types of control yield all context-sensitive languages. Section 5 contains 
some corollaries and concluding remarks. 
2. UNCONDITIONAL TRANSFER AND LEFTMOST INTERPRETATION 
We expect he reader to be familiar with formal anguage theory in the extent of [9]. 
As regards programmed grammars, we use the notation of [9] 
P, P~, &o, p~o (1) 
for the four language families obtained by allowing or excluding A-productions and/or 
appearance checking. In [9], several equivalent characterizations for the families (1) 
(e.g., in terms of matrix grammars) are given. It is well known that 
P~c = Lo and L2 C P _C Pac C L 1 , (2) 
where L o , L 1 , and L 2 denote the families of recursively enumerable, context-sensitive, 
and context-free languages, respectively, whereas it is an open problem whether or not 
the inclusion P C_ p,,~ is proper. Also, the position of the family Pa, apart from 
inclusions obvious by definitions, remains open. 
We now consider some modifications of the families (1). The families obtained by 
the leftmost interpretation (contrasted to the free interpretation in the families (1)) on 
the application of productions are denoted by adding (left) after the name of the 
family. Thus, P~e (left) is the family generated by A-free programmed gtammars such 
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that each production A--~ x has to be applied to the leftmost occurrence of the 
nonterminal A. It has been shown in [2] that 
Pac C_ Pac (left), (3) 
whereas it is an open problem whether or not the inclusion is proper. The family 
Pat (left) is still properly contained in the family of context-sensitive languages. 
We denote by P~ (resp. Put (left)) the family of languages generated by A-free 
unconditional transfer programmed grammars (resp. operating under leftmost inter- 
pretation), i.e., programmed grammars where each production has identical success 
and failure fields. It is well known that 
L 2 C Pue (left) C Pr 
but the mutual relation between the families P and Put is open. The emptiness problem 
is decidable for P~,, undecidable for P~c, and open for P. Finally, we denote by Rf, 
the family of languages generated by A-free context-free grammars with a regular 
control language operating under full checking; i.e., appearance checking is possible 
for every production. The family RI, (left) is defined similarly. Full checking was 
introduced in [7]. Our first result gives a new characterization for the family P,,~. 
THEOREM I. Pu~ = Rfc .  
Proof. The inclusion of the left side in the right side is easy to establish by the 
technique of [9, p. 177]. In fact, the situation here is even somewhat simpler than in 
the quoted reference because we do not have to introduce two copies of the productions. 
To prove the reverse inclusion Rsc _C Put, we consider an arbitrary language L
generated by a A-free context-free grammar G = (V~, Vr,  Xo,F)  with a regular 
control anguage operating under full checking. Assume, furthermore, that the control 
language is accepted by the finite deterministic automaton with state set S, initial 
state so , final state set S1, transition function 8, and input alphabet equal to the alphabet 
of labels for the productions in F. An unconditional transfer programmed grammar G1 
forL will now be defined. The nonterminal lphabet of G 1 is obtained by adding to V N 
the letters 
Y and [~, s], o~eV~uVr ,  seN. 
The terminal alphabet of Gi is VT, and the initial symbol [Xo, So]. For a nonempty 
word x over Vlv u V r and s e S, we denote by x 8 the word obtained from x by replacing 
the last letter a with the letter [a, s]. For a production A --~ x in F labeled by t, we let 
A s ~ x 8(s,t) labeled by t ~, and A s --~ x labeled by t ~ (final) be productions of G1 9 The 
production set of G1 consists of the productions appearing in the following matrices, 
where fi(s, or) denotes the sequence consisting of all productions of the form 
[061, S 1] ~ Y, S 1 =)~ S, Or. 1 =)z~ 0~, 
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in some order: 
[fi(s, a), t, [a, s] -+ [a, 8(s, t)]], a v a A,  (4) 
[5(s, ~), [~, s] --, ~, ~ -+ D, d],  (4)1 
[tq (5) 
[fl(s, ~), t, [~, s] -+ ~] if a @ A and 8(s, t) E $1 ,  (6) 
[t * (final)] if 3(s, t) ~ S 1 . (7) 
(Throughout this paper, Y stands for a "garbage" letter which can never be eliminated 
once it is introduced.) The go-to fields are defined in the following way. From the last 
productions of the matrices (4), (4) 1 , and (5) it is possible to go to the first production 
of any matrix. The go-to fields to the last productions of (6) and (7) are empty. The 
go-to field of any production in (4), (4) 1, or (6) different from the last one consists 
of the next production in the same matrix. 
The idea behind the construction is the following. State transitions of the automaton 
are simulated by the special etters [a, s]. At each moment, there is at most one such 
letter present. Let us assume that we want to apply the production A -+ x, causing 
state transition from s to 8(s, t), either in the ordinary or appearance checking sense. 
If the symbol o~ carrying s is different from A, we apply the matrix (4). If a = A, we 
apply the matrix (5) unless we want to apply the production a --~ x to some occurrence 
of A not carrying the state symbol. In the latter case we first transfer by (4) 1 the state 
symbol to the proper occurrence of A. The condition ~ v~ A is needed in (4) because, 
otherwise, we could apply (4) improperly in the appearance checking sense. Matrices 
(6) and (7) are used in the same ~ashion to end the derivation, provided a final state has 
been reached. It should now be clear that L is generated by G1 and this completes 
the proof. 
The proof of the next theorem is similar and is, therefore, omitted. 
THEOREM 2. P~, (left) = RIc (left). 
The results of Theorems 1 and 2 hold true also for the corresponding families with 
erasing productions. Our next theorem gives a binary normal form for grammars of 
languages in P,o.  
THEOREM 3. Every language in P~c is generated by a grammar, all of whose productions 
are of one of the two forms 
A~-~ X, X E ~TN2k-) VN~-) VT, (8) 
A ~ L Y e VN, (9) 
where the failure fields of productions (8) and success fields of productions (9) are empty. 
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Proof. Given a programmed grammar for a language in Pac, we first eliminate 
terminals except from productions of the form A --+ a by the technique of [9, p. 19]. 
We then apply the technique of [9, p. 177] to get a grammar satisfying the require- 
ments, except hat x in (8) might belong to VN i, for some i > 2. Finally, the reduction 
technique of [9, p. 56] is applied, which proves the theorem. 
It is to be noted that we have not been able to eliminate from (8) productions of 
the form A-+ B, where B is a nonterminal. Such an elimination might be very 
difficult for programmed grammars. 
Our last theorem in this section proves the rather surprising result that the inclusion 
corresponding to (3) does not hold true for unconditional transfer programmed 
grammars. (Note that all inclusions in this paper are effective in the sense that, given 
a device for a language in the smaller family, we can effectively produce a device for 
the same language in the larger family. Such an effective inclusion is meant also in the 
statement of the next theorem.) 
THEOREM 4. The family Put is not included in the family Put (left). 
Proof. Assuming the contrary, we show how to solve the emptiness problem for 
the family P,~. This is a contradiction because very recursively enumerable language 
is effectively (of. [9, p. 170]) a homomorphic mage of a language in Pac 9 
Given a grammar for a language L in Poe, we first transform it to an equivalent 
grammar G satisfying the requirements of Theorem 3. We now construct an un- 
conditional transfer programmed grammar G a (operating under free interpretation) 
as follows. The only production for the initial letter Xo 1 of G1 is X01 --+ BXo, where 
X 0 is the initial letter of G and B is a new nonterminal. The productions (9) are taken 
to be productions of G 1 , too, with their success field made identical to their failure 
field. The productions (8) are replaced by the matrices 
[B --~ BA, A ~ BA, G ~ x, G -~ B], (10) 
where B A is a new nonterminal and the go-to fields are defined in the obvious fashion. 
(If (8) is in the field of some production, then B -+ B A is added to this field. The 
productions in (10) have to be applied in the order indicated. The common success 
and failure field of the production B A -+ B equals the success field of (8).) Finally, 
the production B -~ d, where d is a new terminal, is added. The go-to field of this 
production is empty, and this production is added to the go-to field of (9) and to that 
of the last production in (10). It is now easy to verify that L is nonempty iff d occurs 
as an initial snbword of a word in L(G1). However, by [2], this property is decidable 
for languages in P.~ (left). This completes the proof. 
In our estimation, the open problems mentioned in this section, in particular the 
strictness of the inclusions in (2) and (3), are difficult ones. As regards the open 
problem of determining the relation between the families P(left) and P,,t(left), our 
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results in Section 4 show that these families coincide with the family of context- 
sensitive languages when control is introduced for sets of productions rather than for 
single productions. 
3. GRAPH-CONTROLLED TABLES 
A context-free grammar with graph-controlled tables is an ordered sixtuple 
G : (VN, VT,Xo,F ,{Fa .... ,F,},q~), (11) 
where G 1 = (VN, Vr,  Xo, F) is a labeled context-free grammar; i.e., each production 
in the set F is provided with a label and there may be several copies of the same 
production with different labels, n >~ 1 and Fi _C F, for i = 1 ..... n, and 9~ is a directed 
graph whose nodes are the sets Fi ,  i ~ 1,..., n. We denote V = VN t3 Vr ,  and 
define yield relations of several types. All relations are defined in the Cartesian product 
v* • ..... F.). 
The relations are defined for a fixed grammar (11) and, thus, G could be added as an 
index to the name of the relation. 
By definition, (x, Fi) => (y, F~) iff both of the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) For some x 1 , x 2 , A and % x ~ XlAX2, y ~- XlO~X 2, and the production A -+ a is 
in the set Fi; (ii) There is an edge fromFi toF~ in ~v. 
By definition, (x, Fi) =>lett (y, Fj) iff conditions (i) and (ii) above hold and, further- 
more, x I does not contain any letters appearing on the left sides of the productions 
in Fi.  
By definition, (x, Fi) =>~t (y,F~) iff either (x, Fi) => (y, Fj), or else condition (ii) 
is satisfied, x does not contain any letters appearing on the left sides of the productions 
inF i ,  and x - y. 
Finally, by definition (x, F i ) -  left ~t  (Y, Fj) iff either (x, Fi) =>left (y, Fj), or else 
condition (ii) is satisfied, x does not contain any letters appearing on the left sides of 
the productions in Fi ,  and x = y. 
For any of the four relations 8 thus defined, we denote by 3* its reflexive transitive 
closure. 
We define now GC, a(fi), where c~ is either missing or equal to ut and (/3) is either 
missing or equal to (left), to be the family of languages for the form 
{x~ Vr* [(Xo ,Fi) 3*(x, Fj), for some i and]'}, 
for some grammar (11) and relation 3 such that ut and left appear simultaneously in
the name of the relation and in the name of the family. By omitting A from the name 
57X/I3[I-7 
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of the family we indicate that only such grammars (11) are considered, where all 
productions in F are A-free. We have, thus, defined the eight language families 
GC a, GC~t , GC*(left), GC~,t(left ),
ac ,  GCut , GC(left), GCut(left). (12) 
Note that the situation is analogous to the one considered in the previous section 
and we have, in fact, defined variations of the families P and P~,t 9 
4. GENERATION OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES 
In this section we show that both of the families GC(left) and GC~t(left ) equal the 
family L 1 of context-sensitive languages. Graph control is perhaps the simplest control 
device so far introduced which yields, operating on context-free core productions, the 
family of context-sensitive languages. 
THEOREM 5. GC(left) = L x . 
Proof. The inclusion of the left side in the right side is obvious, either by the 
workspace theorem of [9] or by a simulation by a linear bounded automaton. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, we consider an arbitrary context-sensitive language 
L. (Throughout this paper, we assume that the empty word is not contained in a context- 
sensitive language.) By a result due to Kuroda (cf. [1, 6]), L is generated by a grammar 
G 1 with productions of the forms 
A --,- BC, (13) 
AB --~ CD, (14) 
A ~ a, (15) 
where capital etters denote nonterminals and a is a terminal. Furthermore, the follow- 
ing assumptions can be made without loss of generality. Every word possesses a
derivation, where all applications of productions (13) precede all applications of 
productions (14) which, in turn, precede all applications of productions (15) and, 
finally, productions (13) are applied always to the leftmost letter only. (The latter 
assumption is due to the fact that it suffices to assume that productions (13) are used 
to generate the language TU*,  for some nonterminals T and U. This is discussed in 
detail in [l].) 
We now define a context-free grammar ( l l)  with graph-controlled tables which, 
in the sense of relation ~lert, generates L. The set of nonterminals i obtained by 
adding to the set of nonterminals A of Ga their "primed versions" 3 '  and A", as well 
as a new garbage nonterminal Y. The productions and tables will now be defined. 
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All productions (13) (resp. (15)) constitute a table denoted by F e (resp. Fr). All 
productions A -+ A' (resp. A ' -+  A), where A ranges over nonterminals of (71, 
constitute a table denoted by Fprim e (resp. Fnonprxme ). For each of the productions (I 4), 
we introduce three tables -liT(i), F~i), F~i), for i = 1,..., k, where k is the number of 
productions (14). The table FI i) consists of the production A --~ C' alone. The table 
F (i) " D" 2 conmsts of the production B --+ and of the productions X ~ Y, where X ranges 
over all nonterminals of G 1 different from B. The table F~ i) consists of the production 
D" ~ D and of the productions X '  ~ Y, where X ranges over all nonterminals of G 1 . 
(We may assume that all of the tables FJ i) are distinct by introducing several copies of 
the productions whenever necessary.) 
Finally, the graph ~o will be defined. From Fe there is an edge to Fz ,  Fprime, F r ,  
and each F(1 i). From F r there is an edge to F r only. From Fprtm e there is an edge to itself 
and to each F(1 i). From F(1 i) there is an edge to F~ ~). From F~ i) there is an edge to 
Fnonprime. From Fnonprime there is an edge to itself and to each F(a i). From Fa (i) there is 
an edge toFr ,  Fprime and to each F1 ~ 
This completes the definition of the grammar (11). We leave to the reader the veri- 
fication of the fact that the construction has the desired effect. 
THEOREM 6. GCut(left) =L  1 9 
Proof. Again, the inclusion of the left side in the right side is immediate. The 
proof of the reverse inclusion is obtained from the preceding proof by the following 
modifications in the constructions of the grammar (11). The starting configuration 
is X0# , where # is a new nonterminal. The production # -+ b, where b is a terminal, 
is added to the terminal table F r . The production # --+ Y is added to each of the 
tables F~ i) and F~ iJ. (This is to make sure that these tables are not applied in the 
appearance checking sense.) Now the modified grammar (11) generates in the sense 
of the relation ~leftut the language Lb. We, thus, have the following result. For each 
context-sensitive language L and terminal symbol b, the language Lb is in the family 
GC~t(left). The proof is now concluded by the argument in [9, p. 152]. 
5. COROLLARIES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our next theorem follows immediately, by Theorems 5 and 6 and [9, p. 90]. 
THEOREM 7. GCa(left) = GC~t(left) =L  0. 
As regards the remaining families introduced in (12), we are able to state the 
following results. 
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THEOREM 8. GC "1 = Pa, GC = P, Put C GCut C_ Pae . 
Proof. In the first place it is immediate that any P-family is contained in the 
corresponding GC-family because P-grammars can be considered as grammars with 
tables where each table consists of one production only. The reverse inclusions needed 
for the two equations follow because if we have no appearance checking and no left 
control, we can simulate any table by single productions in the obvious way. Finally, 
the last inclusion in the statement is established by the following construction. Given 
a GCurgrammar, we construct a Pae-grammar by splitting all tables into simple 
productions. Any one of these productions can be entered whenever the table can 
be entered. The success fields are obtained directly from the original graph, whereas 
the failure fields lead to a sequence of productions, where each nonterminal appearing 
on the left side in the table is mapped into garbage, after which the continuation is as 
in the original graph. This completes the proof. 
It remains an open problem whether or not the inclusions in Theorem 8 are proper. 
In particular, as regards the first inclusion, we have not been able to settle the question 
whether or not the additional appearance checking mechanism for the whole table 
increases the generative capacity with respect o Put 9 As regards the remaining family 
GC~,  we can of course prove the inclusions of Theorem 8 for the P-families with 2. 
It seems likely that the much stronger esult 
GC~ C L 1 
(modulo 2) holds true. The proof of this involves problems imilar to those still open 
for the family pa. 
In this paper, we have generalized the notion of a programmed grammar in a most 
natural way. Surprisingly enough, this has yielded the family of context-sensitive 
languages (or recursively enumerable languages if erasing is allowed) in two different 
fashions, corresponding to the simplest classes of languages generated by programmed 
grammars. 
We would like to point out the duality between our results and those of [8] con- 
cerning matrix grammars with the leftmost restriction. A matrix grammar can be 
viewed as a collection of sets of productions (tables) with no control (graph) on the 
tables themselves but a control (linear order) within each table. In a grammar with 
graph-controlled tables, there is no control within a table but there is a control (graph) 
on the tables themselves. In both ways one gets the same families of languages. 
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